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SUMMARY

This thesis represents an effort to build up a complete

picture of the

development

Renaissance as a movement

of
in

Vùalter Paterts understanding

European

of

the

culture, by collecting to-

gether his scattered references to its leading figures, as well

as

considering his najor essays. In doing this, such changes in taste
and understanding as he rmderwent during

his literary life

the twenty-odd years of

became apparent.

In his early writings on the

emergence

of the

Renaissance

fron the niddle ages, Pater stressed the importance of the rebel-

lious spirit.

He had

at first a poor opinion of Giotto

other late nedieval figures

whom

and certain

he saw as complacent and pious.

In his later writings on this so ca11ed proto-Renaissance,

however,

Pater ceased to stress the aspect of rebelliousness, and came to

think

rnore

highly of the religious artists of the tine.

The treatment
comparable,

of the quattrocento in Pater's writings is

but the change is less marked. At first Pater

enpha-

sized those figures whon he could present as amoral, anti-Christian,

or at least in

some

matters pro-pagan. This enphasis is not found

in the later references to quattrocento artists, although

most

of

these references date from what is perhaps better considered as

iv

a

niddle period in Paterrs literary life.
wrote relatively little

In his last years,

Pater

about the quattrocento, apart from a few

significant revisions of his estimates of certain najor figures.
Most

of Paterrs thoughts on the High

Renaissance are con-

tained in the three najor essaysItleonardo da Vincitt, ItThe Poetry
of Michelangelor?, and rrRaphael'r. In the first of these he allows

inagination to
somewhat

overwhefun

bizatre inage of Leonardo. The essay on Michelangelo is

more subdued and

scholarly, although designed to present

Michelangelo as the type

tist.

scholarship, and presents a vivid but

of the

The essay on Raphael,

'

noody and emoLional rornantic ar-

written

threnty years

7atet, is very

different, extolling the nerits of, scholarly, rmsensational
It is in Paterrs treatment of the last
sance, the sixteenth century,

phase

works.

of the Renais-

in which mannerism flourished, that

the shifts in his ideals and tastes are most clearly seen. In

later years he became increasingly

uneasy about many aspects of

this period, and he emphasized the

dangers

of its philosophy in=

stead of the beauties of its poetry.

It is suggested, in conclusion, that the shifts in Paterrs
point of view over the years

1ed

to his

a broad and relatively well balanced,

of

rnany aspects

of

if not consistent,

Renaissance culture.
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